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Abstract
We study the problem of extracting EPR pairs from a general source of entanglement. Suppose Alice and Bob share
a bipartite state  which is “reasonably close” to perfect
EPR pairs. The only information Alice and Bob possess
is a lower bound on the fidelity of  and a maximally entangled state. They wish to “purify”  using local operations and classical communication and output a state that
is arbitrarily close to EPR pairs. We prove that on average, Alice and Bob cannot increase the fidelity of the input
state significantly. On the other hand, there exist protocols
that may fail with a small probability, and otherwise will
output states arbitrarily close to EPR pairs with very high
probability. These protocols come from the “purity-testing
protocols” of Barnum et al [2].

1 Introduction
Random bits are an important computational resource in
randomized computation. There has been a lot of work on
extracting good random bits from imperfect sources of randomness. Von Neumann [16] showed that a linear number of perfect random bits can be extracted from independent tosses of a biased coin. More recent research has constructed extractors [19, 23] which can extract almost perfect
random bits from any source with a certain min-entropy,
without any other assumptions. The best constructions extract a number of random bits close to the min-entropy of
the random source, given a polylogarithmic number of perfect random bits as auxiliary input [22].
Quantum entanglement is an important resource in quantum computation, similar to random bits in probabilistic
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computation. It comes in the form of Einstein-PodolskyRosen [8] (EPR) pairs. An EPR pair is the state of two
quantum bits    shared by two parties, with
one party (Alice) holding one quantum bit and the other
party (Bob) holding the second bit. This is the quantum
counterpart of a random bit shared by two parties.
Besides being conceptually interesting in quantum mechanics, EPR pairs are also very useful in quantum information theory. Using an EPR pair, Alice and Bob can perform
quantum teleportation. By performing only local operations
and classical communication (LOCC), Alice can “transport” a qubit to Bob, who could be miles away from Alice [3]. So EPR pairs, along with a classical communication
channel, effectively constitute a quantum channel. Conversely, “superdense coding” is possible with EPR pairs: if
Alice and Bob share an EPR pair, then Alice can transport
2 classical bits to Bob by just sending one qubit [7].
For the teleportation and dense coding to work perfectly,
perfect EPR pairs are needed. Individual qubits are prone
to errors, which make for imperfect pairs. This creates the
need for generating perfect (or almost perfect) EPR pairs
from imperfect ones. This problem of extracting EPR pairs
is sometimes known as “entanglement distillation” or “entanglement purification”. It has been the focus of much research; we list the most relevant works here.
Bennett et. al. [4] gave a protocol for the case that Alice and Bob share identical copies of the pure state 
"!#%$&'()#*,+-$&.  . This was extended to the case
when Alice and Bob share identical copies of a mixed state
[5, 6, 11]. Vidal [24], and subsequently, Jonathan and Plenio [12], Hardy [10], and Vidal, Jonathan, and Nielsen [25]
considered extracting entanglement from a single copy of an
arbitrary pure state, assuming that we know a complete description of the state. All these works use relatively simple
models for imperfect EPR pairs, and have counterparts in
the classical problem of randomness extraction. The model
where Alice and Bob share identical copies of the same state
corresponds to generating perfect random bits from the sequence of i.i.d. biased coin flips. Extracting entanglement
from a single copy of a known state corresponds to con-

structing uniform/almost uniform random bits from a biased
distribution when we know a complete description of the
distribution. Both of those are very easy tasks classically.
Dealing with quantum states makes them much harder, but
their applicability remains limited.
More general error models were considered in quantum
cryptography. In the context of quantum key distribution,
Lo and Chau [14], and later Shor and Preskill [21], considered a problem similar to entanglement extraction. They
proved that there exist “testing protocols” involving only
LOCC, such that perfect EPR pairs will “pass” the protocol with certainty, while any state far from EPR pairs “fail”
with very high probability. This allows one to conclude that
a state that passes a verification protocol will have very high
fidelity with the perfect EPR pairs. This testing problem
was formulated more explicitly by Barnum et al. [2], in
the setting of authenticating quantum messages. They also
give a more efficient construction. In this paper, we consider the problem of extraction with respect to general errors. Nonetheles, the approach and results of [14, 21, 2]
will prove very useful.
This current understanding of quantum entanglement extraction is quite different from that of classical randomness
extraction, where an extractor works with a very general
model of randomness: so long as the random source has an
certain min entropy, the extractor is guaranteed to extract
almost perfect random bits, regardless of the input distribution. Moreover, extractors can be made very efficient:
the number of perfect random bits they output is almost the
min entropy of their input, and only a logarithmic number of
perfect random bits are invested as auxiliary input 1 . Can we
have an “entanglement extraction protocol” in the quantum
world that matches the extractor in the classical world? In
other words, can we have a protocol that works regardless
of the input state, and can our protocol be made efficient,
namely, output as many near-perfect EPR pairs as possible
and invest as few perfect EPR pairs as possible? These are
the questions we set out to consider in this paper.

1.1 Models of Imperfect EPR Pairs
We use the following model for the imperfect EPR pairs
in our paper: Alice and Bob start by sharing a state of /
perfect EPR pairs, and then some “distortion operator” 0 is
applied to the state. This operator 0 isn’t necessarily a unitary operator and thus the state Alice and Bob end up with
could be a mixed state. The only assumption that we have
is that the distortion is not “very large”. More precisely, we
1 Furthermore, it is proven [20] that it is optimal: the number of random
bits output by an extractor cannot exceed the min entropy of the input
distribution, and the number of perfect random bits an extractor invests
must be at least logarithmic in the input length.

assume that Alice and Bob share a state  with fidelity 2 at
least 2143 . We call this model of imperfect EPR pairs the
“General Error” model. We call the protocols for this model
General Entanglement Purification Protocols (GEPPs)
As the readers might have noticed, our model of imperfect EPR pairs doesn’t look similar to the model an extractor uses. An extractor works with any random source with
enough entropy, and thus it is tempting to require an entanglement extraction protocol to work with any bipartite state
with enough entanglement. Ideally, we would like a protocol that takes any bipartite system that has a certain amount
of entanglement and outputs some near-perfect EPR pairs.
However, our model doesn’t allow this — we only require
our protocol to work with states that are “close” to perfect
EPR pairs. This “closeness” condition seems to be a serious constraint. Nevertheless, as we will show later in this
paper, this constraint is necessary: there simply don’t exist
protocols that will product near-perfect EPR pairs on any
input of certain entanglement via LOCC. This situation is
very different from that of randomness extraction.

1.2 Our Contribution
We consider 3 types of GEPPs. Roughly speaking, a
GEPP is absolutely successful (AS), if it never fails, and
always outputs a state of very high fidelity. A GEPP is
conditionally successful (CS), if the probability it fails is
small, and when it doesn’t fail, it outputs a state of very
high expected fidelity. A deterministic conditionally successful (DCS) GEPP, on the other hand, outputs a state of
high fidelity with probability 1, conditioned on not failing.
1. There do not exist absolutely successful GEPPs with “interesting” parameters. More precisely: Suppose Alice
and Bob share a state of fidelity &153 to 687 , a maximally
entangled state of dimension 9 . Suppose they also have
an auxiliary input 6;: . They then perform LOCC to create a state < in a subspace of dimension =?>@= . Then
the maximal fidelity of the state < which Alice and Bob
7
:
can guarantee is A1 7CB A1 D 3 . If E is significantly

smaller than = improvement of fidelity is very small. In
other words, Alice and Bob cannot arbitrarily increase
the average fidelity of the input state.
2. Good CS and good DCS protocols exist. In fact, they
are closely linked to the purity-testing schemes of Barnum et al. [2]. Informally, a purity testing protocol is an
LOCC protocol where the input is joint state shared by
Alice and Bob which they think might be the EPR state
F(GIHKJ8LMFON2PQH . Alice and Bob want to test if their
2 Most of the time in this paper, we are interested in the fidelity of a state
and a (pre-defined) maximally entangled state (e.g., an EPR pair). In this
case, we simply use the “fidelity of state R ” to denote the fidelity of R and
the pre-defined maximally entangled state of the appropriate dimension.

R

shared state is indeed FSGIHJ , while sacrificing the least
number of EPR pairs. We observe that any purity-testing
scheme immediately yields a GEPP. In particular, this
will yield a CS protocol that, on any state of / imperfect
EPR pairs with fidelity T1U3 , will fail with probability at most 3 . When the protocol doesn’t fail, it outputs
/ 1(V near-perfect EPR pairs of expected fidelity at least
W1YX BZ\[ -1]3 . So as we increase V , we can get EPR
pairs that are arbitrarily close to perfect. This protocol
doesn’t need any perfect EPR pairs as auxiliary input.
Using the construction of [2], we also obtain a DCS protocol that requires ^XV_`. additional perfect EPR pairs
BcZ Ncd eMfgH [ -1h3 with
and outputs a state of fidelity a1bX
probability 1, conditioned on not failing.

2 Notations and Definitions
2.1 General Notations
All logarithms are base-2.
We study quantum systems of finite dimension. We identify a pure state (written in the “ket” notation as  ) with
a (column) vector of unit length. We identify a mixed state
with its density matrix. For a quantum system whose states
lie in the Hilbert space i of dimension 9 , we always assume that it has a canonical computational basis and denote
it by j kl.\.\l"m,mIm,l. 9 1n.o . Furthermore, we often denote
8p i by q 7  to specify the dimension of the Hilbert
space.
We are interested in symmetric, bipartite quantum systems, namely, systems shared between Alice and Bob,
whose states lie in a Hilbert space i  isrutvibw and
ixruyUixw . Alice can access izr and Bob can access isw .
We superscript subspaces and states to distinguish states accessible by Alice and Bob. For example, a general bipartite
state {A can written in the following way:

{A2v|~}  

}~

 r g w

where  r denotes the state of Alice and g w denotes the
state of Bob. We sometimes subscript a space by its dimension. For example, i 7 means a space of dimension 9 .
Bell states refer to the following 4 states:
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These 4 states form a basis of the 2-qubit systems, and all
these 4 states are maximally entangled.
A quantum state is disentangled if it is of the form
 rt _ w . Any other pure state in i@rtibw is entangled. For a pure state {A in a bipartite system, we define its entanglement to be the von Neumann entropy of the
reduced sub-system of Bob when we trace out Alice:



{AU- Tr M {A\^{-  
(1)
r
where -  1 Tr _ !   is the von Neumann entropy.
We have  if and only the state is disentangled. A
mixed state  is disentangled if and only} if it is equivalent to
a } state that is a mixture of pure states {  with probabilities

 . Any other mixed state is entangled. However, there

is no universally agreed upon definition for the amount of
entanglement in a mixed state.
If we denote the dimension of i]r by 9 , then the maximum amount of entanglement in this system is  ! 9 . We
define the state 6 7 to be

6 7 



9
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It is a maximally entangled state in irstnixw . Notice it is
a state in a space of dimension 9 . In particular, if 9 is
a power of 2: 9 XgH , then the state 67 is the state of /
EPR pairs. We call this special kind of states EPR states.

2.2 Fidelity
For two (mixed) states  and < in the same quantum system, their fidelity is defined as 3



 l <  Tr    <   \m

(3)

 l. {A\ {-  {z  {A

(4)

If <  {A\^{ is a pure state, the definition simplifies to



In the special case that {A  6 7 is the maximally entangled state, we call the fidelity of  and {A the fidelity of
state  , and the definition simplifies to:



 ¡ 6W7

 6W7 

(5)

The fidelity is linear with respect to ensembles.
Claim 1 Let  be } the density
matrix for a mixed state that
}
is an ensemble j  lW ¢o . The fidelity of  is the weighted
averages of the qualities of the pure states:
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This linearity is used in several proofs in this paper.
3 Notice that we are using a different definition from some other literature, including [18].

}

  [ 9 for all Op j ©l"m"mªm\l 9 1«Ko has entangle
with 
ment  ! 9 . In particular, this includes

3 General Entanglement Purification
Protocols
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3.1 The General Setting
Alice and Bob are given a state in i@7r tUib7w . They
are also given an auxiliary input 6T: p ib:r tYix:w . Alice
can perform unitary transformations on her part of the state
(ix7r tuix:r ) and Bob can perform unitary transformations
on his part (is7w tYib:w ). Since those transformations only
affect one part of the state, they are called local operations.
Alice and Bob are also allowed to communicate classical
bits but not quantum bits. This model is called LOCC (local
operations and classical communication) [4, 17].
If the starting state is disentangled, applying LOCC operations keeps the state disentangled [4]. Thus, LOCC operations cannot create entanglement but they can be used to
extract the entanglement that already exists in the state.
We use the letter ¤ to denote protocols for extracting
entanglement by LOCC operations. At the end of a protocol
¤ , Alice and Bob have two options:
1. They can abort and claim failure by outputting a special
symbol FAIL. We denote this by ¤  2 FAIL.
2. They can output a (possibly mixed) state < in iuDr tSibDw .
We denote this by ¤  2 < .
We now define the error model. We first give an unsuccessful definition to illuminate some of difficulties that we
face and to explain the reasons behind our final definition.

3.2 Extracting Entanglement From an Arbitrary
State
Ideally, we would like to have a protocol that takes any
entangled state in is7r tix7w with at least a certain amount
of entanglement and extracts a state close to 6 D for some
=¦¥§9 . This would correspond the definition of extractors
transforming any probability distribution with min-entropy
at least ¨ into a probability distribution close to uniform.
Unfortunately, this is not possible, even if we restrict
ourselves to starting states with the maximum possible entanglement. Unlike in the classical world where there is
just one probability distribution over 9 elements with entropy  ! 9 (the uniform distribution), there are infinitely
many quantum states with entanglement  ! 9 . Namely,
any quantum state of the form
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for ² p j l"m"mªml 9 o . Assume that we have a protocol that
extracts 6 D from any  ¬  . This means that, given  ¬  ,
the protocol ends with the final state of the form 6 D t  ¬  .
We consider
running this protocol on the mixed state  that

is   with probability  [ 9 ,   with probability  [ 9 ,

...,  7CB  with probability  [ 9 . Then, the final state is of
 D
tn  where   is some mixed state.
the form 6
The problem is that  is equivalent to the mixed state
[
that is k"k with probability  9 , .ª with probabil[
[
ity  9 , ..., 9 1" 9 1. with probability  9 . (This
equivalence can be verified by writing out the density matrices of both states.) None of the states " is entangled,
so the mixed state obtained by combining them is also not
entangled. Yet, since this mixed state is equivalent to  , it
gets transformed into 6 D tn  , which is entangled.
We have constructed a protocol that transforms a disentangled starting state into entangled end state without quantum communication. Since this is impossible [4], our assumption is wrong and there is no protocol that extracts any
6 D from an arbitrary  ¬  .
The argument described above is still valid if we relax
the requirement to extracting a state close to 6 D and if we
allow to use a perfect auxiliary state 6 : . In the second case,
we can get the perfect 6 : back but cannot get an entangled
state of higher dimension.
This is a clear distinction between the situation of classical randomness extraction and quantum entanglement extraction. In the classical case, all the probabilities are nonnegative real numbers, and the min entropy of a random distribution already characterizes the distribution well. In the
quantum case, the magnitudes are complex numbers, and
the entanglement alone isn’t good enough to describe the
state. Even more interestingly, since one has the freedom to
switch bases in quantum, one can build a mixed state which
is a mixture of maximally entangled states, yet the mixed
state itself is completely disentangled. This phenomenon
doesn’t seem to have a counterpart in classical probability.

3.3 Extracting From a State Close to 687
The reason for the problem in the previous section is that
there are multiple maximally entangled states and combining them into a mixed state can cancel the entanglement
and create a state with no entanglement. To be able to extract entanglement, we have to restrict ourselves to states
that are close to a fixed highly entangled state (rather than

some highly entangled state). Therefore, we assume that the
starting state is close to 67 4 .
A common way to measure the closeness to 6 7 is the
fidelity (section 2.2). This gives the following definitions.
Definition 1 (Absolutely Successful GEPP) A General
Entanglement Purification Protocol ¤ is absolutely successful (AS) with parameters  9 l E l = l 3.lM³K , if for all

states  such that  O´U-1h3 ,

 2 FAIL¶ `

Prob µ ¤
and
Prob µ


¤

  ´U-1h³ ¶ ·

Definition 2 (CS Protocol) A General Entanglement Purification Protocol ¤ is conditionally successful (CS) with
parameters  9 l E l = l 3.lM³l   if for all input states  such

that  2·-1h3 , we have Prob µ ¤  2¡¸¹-ºI» ¶½¼  and

¾c¿ 
µ ¤

 ¤
 

À ¸¹-ºI» ¶ ´U-1h³l
 W·

¾ ¿

where
denotes the expectation taken over the classical
communication in the protocol ¤ .
Note that in the previous definition, we only require that
the average fidelity be high when the protocol succeeds.
Although good enough in many cases, there are situations
where a stronger condition is desired. Consider the following adversarial setting: Alice and Bob try to extract EPR
pairs through LOCC, and Eve can see the classical communication between Alice and Bob. The previous definition
doesn’t rule out the possibility that when Alice and Bob
don’t obtain EPR pairs of high fidelity (which can happen
with small probability), Eve knows about it and can attack
Alice and Bob. This situation is undesirable since Eve has
the knowledge about the fidelity. A stronger, more desirable definition would imply that the classical communication Eve sees is oblivious to the fidelity of the EPR pairs.
In other words, Alice and Bob should always output EPR
pairs with high fidelity, regardless the classical messages
they send. We call protocols satisfying this stronger definition deterministically(conditionally) successful:
Definition 3 (DCS Protocol) A General Entanglement Purification Protocol ¤ is deterministically conditionally suc l E l = l 3.l ³l   , if for all input
cessful with parameters
 _)9  1
3 , Prob µ ¤   FAIL¶A¼ 
states  such that 
and
Prob µ


¤

  ´`-1h³Á ¤

 C À FAIL¶ ·

4 The protocols can be modified to use any other fixed state of the form
(6) instead of Â½Ã .

Clearly, any DCS protocol is also CS. In the converse
direction, there is a very simple way to convert any CS protocol to a DCS one by encrypting the classical communication with a one-time pad. In this way, the communication
between Alice and Bob will be totally oblivious to Eve. Alice and Bob can then erase all their private (classical) memories, and then the protocol becomes DCS. To set the onetime pad, Alice and Bob can start by sharing Ä perfect EPR
pairs, if the classical communication complexity is Ä .
Proposition 1 A

CS

protocol

with

parameters

 9 l = l E l 3.l ³l   which uses Ä bits of communication

can be converted to a DCS protocol with parameters
 9 l = lMXÅ E l 3.l ³l   .
Finally, we say a GEPP is efficient if it can be implemented by quantum circuits of size Æ &ÇÈÊÉ  ! 9  E  .

4 Summary of Results
4.1 Impossibility Result for Absolutely Successful
Protocols
We first prove that there don’t exist absolutely successful
protocols with “interesting” parameters.
Theorem 1
(a) For all absolutely successful GEPPs with parameters
 9 l E l = lM3.l ³K , we have the following inequality:

³8´ =
=

1 E
9

9

1Y

3ªm

(b) The bound in (a) is tight. For any integers 9 l = l E
[
[ E are both integers, there
such that 94E = and =
exists an absolutely
successful GEPP with parameters
D
 9 l E l = lM3.l D B : 7C7 B 3 .



This shows that absolutely successful protocols are quite
weak. If we just want to extract the auxiliary state 6 : and Ë
= UXkÌ E and we can achieve fidelity
more EPR pairs,
MÍ B then
7
Í
%

1
3
 7CB
¥ %1Á%1  Í 3 which is hardly better
at most

W

u
1
3
than
that we had at the beginning. If we want to get
6W: plus a linear number of EPR pairs, the improvement in
fidelity is an exponentially small fraction of 3 .

4.2 Constructions of CS Protocols
We show that conditionally successful GEPPs can be
constructed.
Theorem 2 For any integer / and any Vp j lMX'l"m,mIm,l / o :

(a) there exist efficient CS protocols with parameters

B Z
X 
^ X H l"l¢X H BcZ l .3 l
Ml 3
-1]3
(b) there exist efficient DCS protocols with parameters

BZ
B Z l 3.l X NQd eMf'H l 3\m
^X H l¢X Z N  lMX H 
(1]3
Notice that our results are near-optimal in terms of fidelity: by Theorem 1 , if the input state has fidelity S1u3 ,
then the overall fidelity of the output of a protocol cannot
be significantly higher than W1Y3 . Therefore, if a CS protocol has a very high fidelity in its output when it doesn’t
fail, then this protocol must fail with probability at least
about 3 . Both protocols in Theorem 2 fail with probability 3 , and when they don’t fail, the fidelity their output can
be made arbitrarily close to 1. Also, the CS protocol in part
(a) of Theorem 2 is optimal in the usage of additional EPR
pairs: it doesn’t use any at all. This is interesting since in
classical randomness extraction, one has to invest logarithmically number of perfect random bits in order to extract
high-quality random bits. However, in the case of quantum
entanglement extraction, no perfect EPR pairs are needed.
We will discuss the construction of the 2 protocols in the
next section.

5 Impossibility for Absolutely Successful
GEPPs
We prove Theorem 1 in this section.
We first study a simpler problem. Suppose Alice and
Bob share a maximally entangled state 6Á: and some private ancillary bits, initialized to k . We describe this shared
state by

¡ Mq 7  r t Mq 7  w  tY6W:
[
The fidelity of this state is E = by a simple computation.
Alice and Bob try to convert state   as close to 6 D
[ E is
as possible by LOCC. How close can they get? If =

an integer, Alice and Bob just trace out a subsystem of their
ancillary bits to bring the dimension of each their subsystem
to = , then they obtain a state



 2 Mq D :  r t Mq D :  w  t§6W:


[
which has fidelity E = by a straightforward computation.
In fact, this is the best Alice and Bob can do:
Lemma 1 Let 2 Mq 7  r t Mq 7  w  t6 : be a state in
r : t]ix7
w : shared between Alice and
a bipartite system iz7O
Bob. Let < be the state Alice and Bob output after performing LOCC operations. Suppose that < is in the subspace

ixDr tixwD . We have <  ¼ D : .

This lemma is a direct corollary of a result by Vidal,
Jonathan, and Nielsen [25].
Proof: [Proof of Theorem 1, part (a)]
We prove part (a) of the theorem by demonstrating a particular mixed state  such that  has a fidelity -D 1h3 , and no
D B: 7C7 B 3 .
LOCC can increase its fidelity to more than ©1

7
Let 3¢& 7(B 3 . We define the state  to be

  h
1 3 
 ¡

£

6W7 \ 6W7 ªn3 

£

q 7 r t q 7 w "Îq 7 r t q 7 w
In fact,  is the maximally entangled state 6 D with probability W1u3I and the totally disentangled state q 7 r t q 7 w
with probability 3  .
 2¡-1]3

It is easy to verify that
, since
[
 6 7 q 7 r t q 7 w ·
9 and, therefore,
 Ï
-1h3    M 6 7 " 6 7 

W3   q 7 r t q 7 w "Îq 7 r t q 7 w 



-1h3  Ð
3  ¡-1«-1
3  ·1h3.m
9
9
For an arbitrary GEPP ¤ that never fails, we define
Ñ  
¤ M 6W7 \ 6W7 \l

Ñ  
¤ q 7 r t q 7 w \Òq 7 r t q 7 w 
Ñ
Ñ
[

Then we have
 ¼ and by Lemma 1, ¼§E = .
By the linearity of fidelity of quantum operations,


¤

Ñ  3 Ñ
= 1 E 3
  2¡-1]3    u
¼ -1
=
1 E
9
¡-1 =
3ªm
1 
=
9 Y

The part (b) of Theorem 1 is proven by the following
protocol.
The input to the protocol is a state  in i 7r tni 7w . The
output is a state in isDr tWixDw where =Ó¥«9 and = divides
9 . There is no auxiliary state used, i.e., E ¡ .
Construction 1 (Random Permutation Protocol)
1. Alice generates a uniformly random permutation Ô on 9
elements using classical randomness and transmits the
permutation to Bob.
2. Alice applies permutation Ô on i7r , mapping  to
Ô Ê  , Bob does the same on i7w .
3. Alice and Bob decompose i7 as i D
and measure the izÕ part.

txiÖÕ , ×  9 [ =

4. Alice sends the result of her measurement to Bob, Bob
sends his result to Alice.

5. They compare the results. If the results are the same,
they output the state that they have in ihDr tnixwD . If the
results are different, they output q D  t q D  .

 1b3 , then the output state
If the input state  has fidelity
D B: a
7
T

1
D
has fidelity at least
7CB  3 , matching the lower
bound of part (a). The proof is straightforward, and is omitted due to space constraints.

6 Constructing
GEPPs

Conditionally

Successful

Purity-testing Protocols We construct conditionally successful GEPP’s based on the “purity testing” protocols of
[2]. A purity testing protocol is an LOCC protocol where
the input is joint state shared by Alice and Bob which they
think might be the EPR state FG,HKJ_Ø FON2 PQH . Alice and
Bob want to test if their shared state is indeed MF;GIHKJ , while
sacrificing the least number of EPR pairs.
Definition 4 ([2]) A purity testing protocol with error  is
a LOCC super-operator Ù which maps X / qubits (half held
by Alice and half held by Bob) to X ¨ s qubits (¨ of which
are held by Bob) and satisfies the following two conditions:

Ú Completeness: Ù

FWGIHKJ 2MF(GIÛJ t

ACC 

Ú Soundness: Let Ü be the projection on the subspace
spanned by FGIÛJ t ACC  and O t REJ  for all
 . Then Ù is sound if for all  ,
Tr ÜÙ  MO´v-1]_m
It’s convenient to think of purity testing as approximating the measurement given by the projector onto F GIÛJ 
and its orthogonal complement.
A particularly simple purity-testing protocol consists of
BZ , havpicking a random stabilizer code of dimension XQH
ing Alice and Bob both measure the syndrome of the code,
and then extracting the encoded state if both measurement
results are the same.
Lemma 2 (Random hashing) There exist purity testing
BZ and which use
protocols such that ¨  / 1V ,  ¼ X
_
V
Y

_
V
Ý


bits of (classical) communication.
/
This lemma actually follows from the observation that
BZ is a
the set of all stabilizer codes [9] of dimension X H
Z
purity-testing code family with error  ¼ X in the sense
of [2]. However, we give a direct proof with an explicit
protocol description in Section 6.2 below.
Barnum et al. provide a construction which achieves better communication complexity at the cost of increasing the
error by a factor of (roughly) /   ! 9 .
Fact 1 ([2]) There exist purity testing protocols such that
¨  / 1V ,  ¼ X BZ Ncd e f'H and which use XV(· bits of
(classical) communication.

6.1 GEPP’s from Purity-Testing Protocols
Suppose we now use a purity testing protocol as a GEPP.
That is, we set 9 XH , = XKÛ and E ) , and just run
the purity-testing protocol, outputting FAIL when the purity
testing rejects the input. Suppose at the end of the protocol
we trace out everything except the X ¨ output qubits and the
qubit indicating accept/reject. Consider the three projectors:

MF GIÛJ \ÎF G,ÛOJ t ACC " ACC
^Þ
\ßà1 F GIÛJ \ÒF GIÛJ  t ACC " ACC
Ü
Üá  Þ ß t REJ \ REJ
}
}
And define â  Tr µ Ü   ¶ where   is the final state.
If the input to the system had fidelity Á1U3 , then the
Ü 




completeness of the purity-testing protocol implies that the
fidelity of the output to F5GIÛJª ACC  must be 513 , and
so â ´¡(1n3 . If the purity-testing protocol has soundness

error  , then the soundness condition implies â ¼  .
Now the output fidelity conditioned on acceptance is

â 
â   â

·-1

â

â   â

´v-1


-1]3an

Choosing the soundness error to be small enough yields
very good average fidelity of the output. The only problem
here is that conditioned on the communication in the channel (which the adversary will presumably be able to see),
the fidelity may be quite low. Thus, we do not obtain a DCS
protocol, but a CS protocol with parameters:

ã

B Z Ml 3.l
X H lªl¢X H c


lM3.ä
-1]3

Applying the reasoning above to Lemma 2 and Fact 1 completes the proof of Theorem 2.

6.2 A Simple Random Hashing Protocol
Without loss of generality, we describe the protocol in
B  5 . We describe a protocol
terms of purifying the state 6
with ¨  / 1« and error   . Repeating the protocol V
times yields ¨  / 1V and `X BZ .
Construction 2 (Simple Random Hashing Protocol)
1. Alice picks X / random bits å l"m,mIm,l å H l æ lªmIm,mIlMæ H such that


not all the bits are 0.
2. Alice will measure
given by
ç@èé q ê é £"£ª£ ç@the
è.ë q(operator
ê ë . To do this
t
t
} Alice:
}
(a) Considers only qubits where å
there remain í qubits.

lMæ §ì
À ^'lM . Say

5 For example, Bob can perform a “phase-shift” ( î ) followed by a “bitflip” (ï ) to every qubit he possesses. This will transform ð^ñòÐó to ð^Âôcó .

(b) On qubit , applies either

 


l æ 2¡^'lª. ,
if
å
÷1]ø


ù   Öö  
l æ ¡lª. ,

ú  ø  if å
the identity if å lMæ 2l  .
(c) Applies C-NOT from each of the first í 1h qubits onto
õ

  Öö



the last.
(d) Measures the last in the computational basis.
(e) Applies the inverse transformation to the remaining
qubits.
3. Alice sends å l"m,mIm,l å H l æ lªmIm,m,l æ H and her measurement


result to Bob.
4. Bob performs the same measurement and sends back the
result.
5. Alice and Bob accept if the two results are different and
reject otherwise.
Proof: (Sketch of proof of Lemma 2)
As argued in [2], for protocols of this form it is sufficient
to consider®û the performance of the protocol on states
of the
ç§¬ û q
ç«¬ û
ç ¬ é £"£ª£ ç ¬ ë
6 B PÐH , where
t
t
form
denotes
when ² ü ý ² l"m,m,mIl ² H xp j 'lªKoH . WLOG we assume all

the error operators are applied to Alice’s share of the EPR
pairs.
The reduction to these Bell states is via a “quantum-toclassical reduction”, as used in [14] for key distribution.
The reduction works because ultimately, the accept/reject
®
decision is diagonal in the Bell basis, and moreover
if the
ç·¬ û q û B  PQH
®
input to the protocol can be described as
,
6
çU¬\û þ q û þ B PÐÛ
6
the the output can be written
.
ç è é q ê é £"£"£
t
t
The
idea
is
that
measuring
the
operator
ç@è ë q(ê ë
on both Alice and Bob’s shares and comparing
the results is equivalent to measuring the bit ²Á
ü ÿ üå  ±ü ÿ
®
®
æ ü , i.e. a random linear function of the vector ® üå l ® æü  . To
õsç ¬ q  1 ¬ ç q õ
®
®
® ®
see this, first observe that
ù5ç ¬ q  ç ¬ N q ù
ù ù
õ and
õ
. Moreover, both t
and t
®
have 6 B  as an eigenvector. Thus, in each position we will
ç«è ¬ NQê qCÅ B 
end up with a state proportional to
after
6
Alice and Bob have applied their transformations and before
they measure, where Ä is a bit. Measuring both halves in
the computational
  basis
  and comparing results allows one
to compute å ² §æ ± . Similarly, the protocol computes
8
üå ÿU² ü  ±ü ÿ)æ ü .
A random linear function will detect a non-zero vector
with probability  . Thus, the overall error probability of the
one-step protocol is bounded by  . Repeating the protocol
V times lowers this error to X BZ .








7 Conclusions and Open Problems
We investigated the problem of quantum entanglement
extraction by Alice and Bob via LOCC. We used a general
model of the imperfect EPR pairs: the only information Alice and Bob have is a lower bound on the fidelity of the input state. We also argued that an apparently more “general”
model, where Alice and Bob only know the entanglement
of the shared state, doesn’t work: there don’t exist LOCC
protocols that output near-perfect EPR pairs on any input of
a certain entanglement.
We defined 3 types of General Entanglement Purification Protocols. Absolutely successful (AS) GEPPs never
fail, and they always output states of high fidelity. Conditionally successful (CS) protocols are allowed to fail with a
small probability, but conditioned on that they don’t fail, the
expected fidelity of their output is high. We can strengthen
a CS protocol to a Deterministic (conditionally) successful
(DCS) protocols, which are guaranteed to output a state of
high fidelity with probability 1 when they don’t fail.
We proved a negative result that there don’t exist AS
protocols of interesting parameters. Therefore, on average,
the ability of Alice and Bob to enhance the fidelity is very
limited. However, Alice and Bob can “concentrate” the fidelity into some cases, while fail in others. We used “puritytesting protocols” [2] to obtain efficient CS and DCS protocols that are nearly optimal in terms of fidelity: they
can achieve arbitrarily high fidelity when they succeed, and
their failure probability is about the minimal possible. In
addition, the CS protocol doesn’t use any perfect EPR pairs
as auxiliary input. This shows a stark contrast to the case
of classical randomness extraction, where additional perfect
EPR pairs are necessary.
Our study shows some interesting facts about the comparison of classical randomness extraction and quantum entanglement extraction. There have been a lot of apparent
similarities between the two, the most obvious one being the
protocol to extract perfect EPR pairs from identical copies
of imperfect EPR pairs [4] and the algorithm for extracting
perfect random bits from a biased coin [16]. However, there
are some clear distinctions when we move to more general
paradigms. A classical extractor works with any random
source of enough min-entropy, regardless its distribution.
There are no such counterparts in the quantum world: no
LOCC protocol can work with any bipartite state of certain
entanglement and produce EPR pairs. An extractor needs at
least logarithmic number of perfect random bits as its auxiliary input, while we showed that there exists a CS protocol
that doesn’t consume any additional EPR pairs at all.
There are still many open problems remaining.
1. Complete Characterization of “Extractable Entanglement”

In classical randomness extraction, the min entropy completely characterizes the amount the “extractable randomness” of the source: there is an upper bound in terms
of min entropy on how many high-quality random bits
one can extract from this source, and there are constructions that almost matches the bound. However, such a
complete characterization for extractable quantum entanglement still evades us. Different models of imperfect
EPR pairs have been proposed, each with its own particular characterization, which are not comparable to each
other. We have argued in our paper that the entanglement of a bipartite state by itself isn’t a good characterization, and some “closeness” condition to a pre-defined
maximally entangled state seems necessary. We feel that
finding such a complete characterization will help understanding entanglement extraction greatly.
2. Optimality
In the classical case of randomness extraction, where
have a very good understanding on the optimal efficiency
of an extractor: how many bits it can output, and how
many perfect random bits it has to invest. In the quantum
case, the question of optimality is much less clearly understood. The fact that we are studying a protocol (which
involves communication) rather than an algorithm further complicates the situation. There are many different
features and resource usages one can optimize:
(a) Fidelity and Failure Probability. We want to maximize the fidelity of the output state of a protocol
and minimized the probability a protocol fails. Our
CS and DCS protocols constructed in this paper are
nearly optimal under the “general error” model. What
about other models of imperfect EPR pairs?
(b) Yield. We want to maximize the number of highquality EPR pairs a protocol outputs. It is not clear
what the optimal value is, and we don’t know if our
protocol is optimal in this sense.
(c) Perfect EPR Pairs Invested. We want to minimize
the number of perfect EPR pairs a protocol invests
as an auxiliary input. The CS protocol in our paper
doesn’t use any perfect EPR pairs and is thus optimal.
The DCS protocol, however, uses ^XV; perfect
EPR pairs. Is that optimal? Can we eliminate the
needs for additional EPR pairs totally?
(d) Communication Complexity. We want to minimize
the communication complexity between Alice and
Bob. How many (classical) bits does Alice need to
send to Bob in order to extract entanglement? The
CS and DCS protocols in this paper only involve
one-way communication, save a single bit. Does
two-way communication improve the communication
complexity?
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